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Abstract

Palliative setting is always a challenging task for healthcare providers, especially nurses as direct care givers. It involves emotions and makes nurses relatable in care while assessing client’s condition. Palliative is much more patient focused, so nurse has to comply with all their suffering and pain and help them to cope maximally from that. The assessment not only gives the presence of physical pain, but psychosocial and economic stressors as the composite factors for patient’s stress. The paper generally discusses these domains of palliative client’s health through analysis of a witnessed case scenario. Also, describes and analyzes the scenario by integrating it with the components of Roy’s adaption model and highlights the need of addressing these domains in palliative nursing care.

Introduction and Case Scenario

Role of nurses has been evolved since years. Nurses have been competent enough in terms of working in all kind of setting they are assigned to. From women to men, young to old and even from a newborn to a dying client, nurse has all the skills, knowledge and competency to deal with those incidences and problems. Not only the areas of concern, but underlying status of patient that is potentially compromised, is also under nurse’s observation. It becomes more crucial and essential for nurses when they work in delicate settings like end of life or palliative care [1]. They have to take care the patient in terms of improving his/her quality of life deteriorated because of terminal illness. Nurses are advised to broaden their assessment and enhance their skills in practice to prevent further loss and to ensure maximum care and treatment [1]. Working in a palliative setting is always a challenging task. We also had similar feeling while we were taking care of patients with terminal illness during my rotation. All and all the work goes beyond the job. It involved our emotions and made us cry and feel sad, after assessing client’s condition. One must have a mixed feeling to either carry out tasks or not. Palliative is much more patient focused, so nurse must comply with all their suffering and pain and help them to cope maximally from that. As we describe our clinical experience at one of the private cancer hospitals in Karachi. We also possessed same kind of feelings that led us in confusion, sadness, emotional instability and somewhere hopeful to predict a positive outcome of future.

We worked and served our time with a young male patient of 17 years, having a third stage colorectal cancer. During history taking he mentioned severe pain in lower abdomen with episodes of heavy vomitus. Also, due to severity of these clinical manifestations the young male was treated prior at a small hospital in his village setup. He was referred into a tertiary care hospital, after suggestion of few investigations that were necessary to rule out the cause of the present condition. Another reason to move this hospital was unaffordability of treatment over there. In addition, he mentioned about weakness that he bears since many months due to this condition. He was more concerned about his diseases, regimen, and stability of health along with minimal expenses. In depth discussion lead to information about altered relations in family that is according to patient “no one support me, I have to manage all this physical pain and loss of money, I can’t rely on my father as he is a mean natured man who scolds me and tortures me for money even on minor health ailments”. Recalling the clinical experience justified the basic realities of life on us that how troublesome is for people to spent money on something that give them better life in years ahead. We had a helpless kind of feeling that we could have something that can help them to pull out of these issues. As we evaluate the experience and discussed among each other, we were able to distinguish and highlight presence of physical aspects of health along with underpinning psychological aspect with it. Bearing with intolerable pain and continuous episodes of heavy vomiting are prime observed physical issues and burden increased due to ill health, financial constraints, ineffective family relations and behaviors could be termed as psychological constrains bear by the young client.

Discussion

Comprehending and evaluating the significant findings of client’s case in terms of current literature discloses the following
facts. The significant increase of colorectal cancer in young adults especially in men has been significantly seen [2]. The prominent reasons that came to the front were listed as inheritance, imbalanced nutrition, constipation, inflammatory bowel conditions, obesity, and sedentary lifestyle, long hours of sitting for work or education purpose, alcohol or smoking and may be due to any radiation exposure [3]. Pain and vomiting are the major symptoms of this condition. In worst cases clients may experience heavy bleeding at the anal site. Pain is the highly disturbing clinical manifestation experienced by majority of young people during the advancement or treatment of cancer. This is something highly observed while end of life period of oncology clients. Despite of been high consideration, literature reflects that pain is most of the time poorly managed in clients with cancers [4]. Furthermore, the psychological burden on cancer clients is imposed due to day by day increase in cost of care. Advancement in treatments in comparison of treatment that used to be there five to seven years ago has a vast difference. The costs of that regimen are also different because of inflation [5]. In addition, relationship issues can lead to other kind of psychological stress on client and beloved ones. Cancer patients’ treatment or care might increase the chance of altered family relationships or trigger transformed behaviors among relatives and other significant family members [6].

Integration with Roy’s adaptation model

Considering the portions from the mentioned case study are likely to be categorized under few basic meta paradigms of Roy’s adaptation model [7] (Figure 1). According to the theory

\[
\text{stimuli} + \text{Positive coping and modes of adaption} = \text{Effective adaption}
\]

In conclusion, nursing care enhanced on basis of clients’ physical & psychological domains in palliative care is an area of high importance. In terms of addressing patient’s chief complaint and associated problem that may hinder his very important aspects of life, these roles have huge importance. More quality institutions should be developed so that survival rate of patients should be ensured with quality of life care. Also, a proper and organized plan for counseling can improve their service delivery skills. Advance education of nurses in palliative care can enhance their knowledge and skills further. Research on family and economic issues with cancer clients could be on to do lists of healthcare providers, to ensure better future outcomes in oncology care. Master trainers of adolescent health needs could be looped into for cross functional learning and providing better care to young clients diagnosed with cancer.
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